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Skill-based Shared Control

Christopher E. Mower1, João Moura1,2, and Sethu Vijayakumar1,2

1School of Informatics, The University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK. 2The Alan Turing Institute, London, UK.

Abstract—Performing a number of motion patterns – referred
to as skills – (e.g., wave, spiral, sweeping motions) during
teleoperation is an integral part of many industrial processes
such as spraying, welding, and wiping (cleaning, polishing).
Maintaining these motions whilst simultaneously avoiding obsta-
cles and traversing complex terrain requires expert operators.
In this work, we propose a novel skill-based shared control
framework for incorporating the notion of skill assistance to aid
novice operators to sustain these motion patterns whilst adhering
to environmental constraints. Our shared control method uses
streaming joystick data to estimate the model parameters that
provide a description of the operator’s intention. We introduce
a novel parametrization for state and control that combines skill
and underlying trajectory models, leveraging a special type of
curve known as Clothoids. This new parameterization allows for
efficient computation of skill-based short term horizon plans,
enabling the use of a Model Predictive Control (MPC) loop.
We perform experiments on a hardware mock-up, validating the
effectiveness of our method to recognize a switch of intended
skill, and showing an improved quality of output motion, even
under dynamically changing obstacles. See our accompanying
video here: https://youtu.be/TwhsgA6fw6M.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many industrial applications require a human to teleoperate

a robotic device, typically under direct control [24], to perform

a manipulation task as part of a construction or manufacturing

process (e.g., Figs. (1a) and (1b)). During task execution, the

operator will often employ various motion patterns to achieve

different goals: in concrete spraying, an operator will switch

between circular and sweeping motions to regulate the rate of

concrete deposition and create a smooth lining [3]; in robot

assisted welding, the operator’s expertise on the desired weld

determine the choice among different weave patterns [7]; in

plastering, different patterns yield different moulds [4]; and in

the cleaning process of the train’s front panels, expert cleaners

repeatedly employ spiral brushing motion patterns [21]. These

motion patterns, which we will call skills, are crucial to the

success of the tasks.

Sustaining and smoothly executing these skills over the

duration of a task can be difficult, requiring extensive and

expensive training regimes, yet critical to performance. For

example, in concrete spraying during tunnel construction,

appropriately laying concrete is critical for preventing wasted

material and collapse. Such critical teleoperation tasks also

put considerable cognitive load on the operator. Further, there

are significant challenges to ensure the safety of the operators

when they operate close to the site (e.g., concrete falls away

This research is supported by Costain Group Plc., The Alan Turing Institute,
and EPSRC UK RAI Hub for Offshore Robotics for Certification of Assets
(ORCA, EP/R026173/1).

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 1: Industrial tasks such as (a) concrete spraying and (b)

welding [10] require highly skilled operators; (c) Lab mock-up

on a KUKA LWR in shared control mode; with online MPC

based skill estimation and switching.

from the wall after being sprayed, known as rebound [3]).

These circumstances make the automation of such operations

desirable. However, the crucial role of the operator’s domain

knowledge for the successful completion of such tasks moti-

vates a human-in-the-loop shared control approach.

Many shared control paradigms developed in the litera-

ture can be thought of as direct control within a restricted

workspace. This property benefits a novice by only allowing

them to operate within safe limits – a concept that lets

the operator largely dictate motion, under the principle of

minimal intervention [6, 28]. While the principle achieves the

crucial goal of minimally disrupting an operator, we advocate

that shared control systems should, in addition, assist novice

operators [9, 11]. Thus, our focus in this paper is to realise

a shared control framework that captures key skills while

ensuring the environment physical constraints are continuously

satisfied.

Other critical issues that the shared control literature ad-

dresses are, for instance, assisted guidance [26], human inten-

tion prediction [15, 17], appropriate blending between human

and autonomous policies [8], large time-delays [31], appropri-

ate teleoperation spaces [22], obstacle avoidance [6, 23, 27],

and representation and utilization of expert demonstrations [1].

However, these approaches tend to focus on cases where the

intention of the operator consists of some distinct goal, e.g.

https://youtu.be/TwhsgA6fw6M


an object to grasp. To the best of our knowledge, very few

approaches to shared control target the problem of how the

robot moves with regards to some skill. In this work, the goal

is to be able to reproduce skills, rather than simply getting

from one place to another.

Some shared autonomous methods provide assistance to

the operators by blending the current operator command with

an autonomous policy responsible for the adaptation to the

dynamic environment [18, 23]. However, these strategies lack

any anticipatory reasoning, i.e. early adaptation to predicted

future events. Consider the example of an unskilled operator

inadvertently driving a robot towards an obstacle. In such an

example, predicting the collision event and taking it in con-

sideration by continuously re-planning a sequence of control

commands over a receding horizon, in a Model Predictive

Control (MPC) fashion, could significantly improve the level

of assistance from the shared controller to the less skilled

operator. Moreover, such capabilities are key to being able

to produce skill-based controls, estimated from the operators

actions, in the face of changing physical constraints.

In this work, we propose a novel receding horizon shared

control method that continuously adapts future plans based

on the estimation of the operators’ skill intention. In order

to plan motions that respect the aforementioned skills, and

achieve computation times required for online teleoperation,

we formulate parameterized representations for the system

state and controls by making an important distinction between

a skill model and an underlying trajectory – based on a

special type of curve, Clothoids (see Sec. III for details). By

integrating the approaches mentioned above, we achieve the

following key contributions in this work:

• A novel model-based framework for shared control

that combines skill and underlying trajectory models,

enabling skill representation, estimation, and switching.

• Introduction of Clothoids as a suitable, adaptive repre-

sentation for the underlying predicted skill trajectory.

• A novel cost function that improves the computational

feasibility of the skill-based trajectory optimization whilst

respecting the principle of minimal intervention from an

operator intention perspective.

• An MPC implementation of the shared control method

that respects a motion pattern whilst ensuring (changing)

system constraints are satisfied.

• Hardware realization of our method on a KUKA-LWR

robot arm, including a shared-control user study, quanti-

tative comparisons, and several evaluations demonstrating

the method capabilities.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A key nuance, specific to shared control, is the need for

incorporating a prediction of operator commands ĥ(t;hr) over

a future time period t ∈ Tf = [tc, tf ], where tc and tf are

the current and future time-stamp respectively, and raw human

signals from an interface (e.g. joystick) are given by hr(t) for

a window of previous commands t ∈ Tp = [tp, tc] such that

tp is a previous time-stamp. We assume the operator input

commands to be drawn from a space equivalent to the control

action space.

We can mathematically formalize a receding horizon shared

controller as a standard optimal control problem. A sequence

of the optimal control commands u(t) ∈ R
nu and the corre-

sponding sequence of system states x(t) ∈ R
nx are the result

from solving

x∗, u∗ = argmin
x,u

cost(x, u; ĥ) (1a)

subject to ẋ = f(x, u), x ∈ X(ẽ), u ∈ U (1b)

where f(·) represents the equations of motion, X(·) and U are

the sets of feasible states and controls respectively represented

by a combination of equality and inequality constraints, and

ẽ(t) is an environment model from sensing data.

Recent literature introduces two different approaches to

solve (1) for obstacle avoidance [6, 27]. Both of these

approaches minimize an objective function defined by

cost(x, u; ĥ) =
∫
Tf

‖x− x̂‖2Wx
+‖u− ĥ‖2Wu

dt where x̂ is the

solution of ẋ = f(x, ĥ) such that x(tc) = xc is known. Broad

et al. [6] sample N ≫ 1 controls {u}N ∼ U, exclude samples

such that x /∈ X(ẽ), and choose x, u with minimal cost.

Rubagotti et al. [27] use an off-the-shelf solver to compute

a local minimizer. Both works adhere to the principle of

minimal intervention - evident by the choice of cost function

- i.e. minimally adjust the operator input commands such that

the system constraints are satisfied. Additionally, despite both

approaches handling arbitrary prediction models ĥ, both their

experiments assume a simplistic model, i.e. ĥ(t) = hrc for all

t ∈ Tf such that hrc is the current raw operator command.

The main focus of this paper is to address the problem of

planning motions that respect a skill whilst satisfying system

constraints. The cost functions and prediction models in the

related literature fail to capture the key goal of maintaining a

prescribed motion pattern; therefore, the need for an alternative

approach that follows the principle of minimal intervention

while being the least disruptive to the operators’ intentions or

skill choice.

A generalized treatment of human-policy identification or

human intention detection is out-of-scope of this work – it

is a challenging problem with many factors often leading

to models that are computationally infeasible for online pre-

diction [25]. However, several domains we identified as our

target are conducive to some simplifying assumptions: we

assume (i) a given finite set of skill models denoted S , by

an expert operator, that contain all motion patterns required

for the completion of the task at hand, and (ii) the novice

operator is skilled enough to enact teleoperation motions that,

albeit sub-optimal, are identifiable by an off-the-shelf policy

prediction method given S .

Based on the formulation, we summarize the questions

addressed in this paper as follows:

(Q1): What is an appropriate state and control representa-

tion that both captures the intended skills and allows

the trajectories to bend and adapt in order to avoid

obstacles?
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Fig. 2: Method outline. From right to left: the Experimental Setup illustrates an operator controlling the robot with a joystick

only using visual feedback of the task; the Direct Control maps control signals to joint state targets; and the Skill-based Shared

Control estimates skill parameters and optimizes the robot motions given continuous environment sensing.

(Q2): How to capture intentions of a human operator in the

form of motion patterns?

(Q3): How to plan trajectories that respect both the esti-

mated intended skill and the principle of minimal

intervention, while avoiding obstacles and remaining

computationally feasible for online teleoperation?

III. METHOD

In this section, we describe our proposed method for skill-

based shared control. Fig. 2 illustrates and summarizes our

proposed method.

A. Model representation

We start by making an observation on motion patterns that

we intend to reproduce. Observe three examples of welds

in Fig. 3 (upper); these show instances of patterned motions

around some central axis. Fig. 3 (lower) shows two instances

of patterns, a wave and cycloid, in a two-dimensional plane

exhibiting the same feature (pattern around a central axis). We

term this central axis (red) as the underlying trajectory and

denote by U . Let us denote the state trajectory - the trajectory

a robot will actually follow - by x (blue). In this work, we rely

on a distinction between the underlying trajectory U , a skill

representation Si that produces a pattern such that subscript i
denotes the ith skill from the skill set S , and the method by

which these are combined to form states x and controls u.

A key feature of the underlying trajectory is that it must

sustain the intended motion pattern while having the ability

to bend to avoid obstacles and satisfy changing environmental

constraints. Two approaches could be considered: (1) a model-

free approach where the optimization handles these require-

ments via constraints, or (2) a model-based approach where

these requirements are inherent to the model. We have found

that a model-based approach provides a suitable solution.

In order to describe our method, we introduce a change of

variable – let there exist some spatial parameter s related to

time by
ds

dt
= v(t) (2)

where v(t) is some velocity profile. Thus, for a time period

T = [ta, tb], integrating (2) such that a point, e.g. s(ta) = sa,

is known leads to s(t) defining S = [sa, sb]. In our work, we

set v(t) = v0 where v0 ∈ R is a constant parameter.

Let the underlying trajectory and skill representations be

described by U(s;ψ) and Si(s; ρi) respectively where ψ, ρi
are model parameters. For brevity, we collect all model pa-

rameters and denote by θi = (ψT , ρTi )
T . We combine these

models to describe the state trajectory by

x(s; θi) = U + SiU
′ (3)

where a dash ′ represents the derivative with respect to s. We

highlight here the need for the change of variables (2): the

model U ′ in (3) must have unit-norm so not to interfere with

the skill pattern Si. Due to a parameterized model (3), the

control actions u(·) are given by x′(·), and thus defined by

u(s; θi) = U ′ + S′

iU
′ + SiU

′′ (4)

where we have applied the product rule for differentiation.

Following assumption (i) in Sec. II, the skill set S is sub-

divided by skill models Si, each parameterized by ρi, i.e. S =
∪i{Si(s; ρi) : ρi ∈ R

mi}.

Let the skill model Si(s; ρi) describe some motion pattern

– that is specific to a given application domain, e.g. [7]

exemplifies various weave patterns in welding. Here, we state

a particular form used to represent wave and cycloid skills.

Let Si be a composition of the two functions σi(·) and ωi(·):

Si(s; ρi) = σiR(ωi) (5)

where R(·) defines a two-dimensional rotation matrix about

some angle, σi(·) can be thought of as a scaling and ωi(·) as

a rotation angle. A skill model Si can be therefore given by

simply defining the scalar valued functions σi and ωi.

During the development of our framework, various models

for the underlying trajectory were considered. For example, an

early considerations was a polynomial representation for U .

However, this lead to numerical instabilities in the trajectory



optimization. We have found that a model-based approach us-

ing Clothoids as a representation for the underlying trajectory

provides a suitable solution. The Clothoid representation – also

known as Euler curves, has some inherent properties such

as (1) linearly varying curvature, and (2) a compact repre-

sentation (small number of parameters), that will allow us to

realize online adaptation within our optimization framework.

Clothoids have been utilized in road design [20], path [5]

and attitude [13] planning, autonomous driving [19, 29], and

continuum robotics [14].

The Clothoid model of the underlying trajectory is given by

U ′ = [cos(α), sin(α)]T , such that (6a)

α′ = φ0 + φ1(s− sc) (6b)

for all s ∈ Sf = [sc, sf ] where α(s) describes the orientation

and φ = [φ0, φ1]
T ∈ R

2 describe the curvature of the Clothoid

trajectory. Note, α(s) is found by integrating (6b) such that

α(sc) = αc is known. The underlying trajectory parameters

are ψ = [φ0, φ1, αc]
T . Notice, for all α, U ′ has unit-norm.

We can find U by integrating (6a) given that U(sc;ψ) = Uc

is known. If the current robot state xc is known, then we

can obtain Uc = xc − SiU
′ by re-arranging (3). Note, the

analytic integral of (6a) can only be found in terms of a special

class of functions known as the Fresnel integrals [16]. To

avoid this difficulty, we instead compute U by approximation

using the multi-variable version of the Runge–Kutta 4 method.

Additionally, by simply defining more curvature parameters

φ0, φ1, multiple Clothoid segments can be concatenated to

form more elaborate underlying trajectories.

B. Skill estimation

As in related literature [8, 15, 17], we make the assumption

that we are able to infer operator intent conditioned on a

window of their previous input – note, intent may change.

In our case, the intent estimation consists of a selection of

parameters θ̂i, providing a description of the operators intent

within the context of skills.

We describe how to estimate θ̂i from a window of raw

interface signals hr(s) for s ∈ Sp = [sp, sc] that correspond

to the time window Tp = [tp, tc] where tc is the current time,

and tp is some previous time stamp such that tw = tc − tp
is a specified window duration. Note, since our method relies

on this window duration for tw seconds at the start of a task

we must control the robot in direct control - see the switch

in Fig. 2. We treat θi as decision variables. Under assumption

(ii) in Sec. II, we infer θ̂i by solving

θ̂i = argmin
θi

εi(θi) subject to θi ∈ ΘSE
i (7)

such that εi(·) is an error function defined by

εi(θi) =

∫

Sp

‖u(s; θi)− hr(s)‖2 ds+R(θi) (8)

where u(·) is defined in (4), R(·) is a regularization term,

and ΘSE
i is the set of possible values for θi represented by a

combination of inequality and equality constraints.

x

U

Fig. 3: Motion pattern examples. Upper: weave patterns used

in welding, credit Josh Welton [30]. These highlight patterns

implemented in industry to achieve different goals. Lower:

model-based trajectories for a wave and cycloid skill.

Regarding the regularization term R(·), we can use it to bias

the solution towards pre-specified goals. As an example, we

may wish to reduce the rate of change in the skill parameters

ρi, sustaining characteristics of the skill. For instance, in the

case of highly variable inputs, we can define the regularization

term as R(θi) = ‖ρi − ρ̂previ ‖2WR
where ρ̂previ is the previous

skill parameter solution and WR is some appropriate weighting

matrix. Alternatively, setting R(θi) = ‖φ‖2WR
penalizes φ, fa-

voring low curvature trajectories. Additionally, a combination

of weighted terms can address multiple goals.

C. Skill identification

Recall from Sec. III-A our skill set S is sub-divided by

a number of skill models Si. We identify the model Si and

corresponding values for θ̂i by solving (7) for each model and

chose the skill that results in the smallest error εi.

D. Trajectory optimization

We have established how to identify a skill model Si and

a corresponding parameter description θ̂i for the intended

state and control signals from a window of the operators

raw interface signals. Ideally, in the next control loop step

sn = s(tn) (i.e. tn = tc+δt where δt is the control loop cycle

duration), we would like to execute the trajectory that most

closely resembles the operator’s intent, i.e. x(sn; θ̂i), u(sn; θ̂i).
However, our shared control system must also be able to assist

a novice operator in avoiding collision with obstacles while

simultaneously maintaining the intended skill. Since our state

and control trajectories are functions of the parameters θi,
finding optimal parameters θ∗i by solving (1) directly leads
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Fig. 4: Cost landscape comparison highlighting the convexity

in our objective function (right) as opposed to the typical

principle of minimal cost function over applying our state and

trajectory models (left). Note, costx,u = cost
(
x(θi), u(θi)

)

where cost is (1) substituting our models for x, u given by

(3) and (4) respectively, and costθ = cost(θi; θ̂i) is our cost

function (10). Note, in both cases all variables in θi are fixed

apart from φ0, φ1 for illustration purposes.

to a highly nonlinear scheme. During the development of

our method, we found that constrained optimization solvers

often fail to converge in this case. We resolve this issue by

adapting (1) and using a modified version of the cost function,

leading to the following optimization problem

θ∗i = argmin
θi

cost(θi; θ̂i) (9a)

subject to

x(s; θi) ∈ X(ẽ), u(s; θi) ∈ U, θi ∈ ΘTO
i (9b)

for all s ∈ Sf

such that

cost(θi; θ̂i) = ‖θi − θ̂i‖
2

WTO
(10)

where x(·) and u(·) are defined by (3) and (4) respectively,

ΘTO
i is the set of possible values for θi, and Sf = [sc, sf ]

corresponds the time horizon Tf as in (1). Note that we make

a differentiation between ΘSE
i and ΘTO

i . Depending on the

application goals you can restrict the range of possible values

that θi can take in both (7) and (9): for example, we may

wish to set the underlying trajectory initial orientation αc to

the value estimated in (7) – this is enforced in (9) by setting

the constraint αc = α̂c where α̂c is the value found by solving

(7). Notice also that since we have derived explicit equations

for x, u in terms of parameters θi, we are able to remove the

equations of motion1 as an equality constraint.

The cost function proposed here follows the criteria of the

principle of minimal intervention; however, our cost function

attempts to maintain the operators intentions as described

by the estimated parameters. Additionally, our cost function

design has the numerical benefit of being strictly convex with

respect to parameters θi, as schematically illustrated in Fig.

4. However, note the constraints are non-convex, meaning (9)

is still a nonlinear optimization problem - only convex in its

objective function (10).

1Recall the equations of motion are represented by f(·) in (1b)

Fig. 5: Wiping mock-up task where a user teleoperates a robot

to perform a wave motion pattern from right to left.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We now describe an experimental setup for skill-based

shared control, specifically for a wiping task involving two

different skills defined explicitly. Note the conceptual similar-

ity between wiping, welding, and spraying, where the two-

dimensional task can directly map to a three-dimensional

workspace.

The goal of the experimental mock-up task is for a robot to

sweep a given area of a surface, e.g. see Fig. 5. We assume

the operator enacts one of two skills: (i) a wave skill where

the robot should travel in a wave back-and-forth across the

underlying trajectory, and (ii) a cycloid skill where the robot

should travel in circles around the underlying trajectory. Let

the states x ∈ R
2 define the position of the end-effector

on the wiping surface and the control input u ∈ R
2 as the

2D input planar velocity. The operator gives two-dimensional

inputs hr ∈ R
2 via a joystick.

Equation (5) defines a particular version of the skill repre-

sentation in terms of the scaling and rotational functions σi(·)
and ωi(·) respectively. Table I defines the wave, and cycloid

skills explicitly in terms of these two functions.

TABLE I: Skill representations.

Si Skill mi σi(s; ρi) ωi(s; ρi)

S1 Wave 3 ρ
(0)
1 sin

(

2πρ
(1)
1

(

s+ρ
(2)
1

)

)

π/2

S2 Cycloid 3 ρ
(0)
2 2πρ

(1)
2

(

s+ρ
(2)
2

)

For the skill estimation stage, the regularization function

is defined by R(θi) = ‖θi − θ̂previ ‖2WR
where θ̂previ is the

previous solution, and the constraints that define ΘSE
i are as

follows: θmin
i ≤ θi ≤ θmax

i bound the values of θi within

lower θmin
i and upper θmax

i limits, and αc = α∗

prev where



α∗

prev is the previous solution from the trajectory optimization

retrieved via a feedback loop as in Fig. 2. Note that on the very

first iteration of our method that θ̂previ and α∗

prev is undefined,

and so the regularization term R and this particular constraint

is relaxed for a single iteration.

In both the skill estimation and trajectory optimization, the

solvers are seeded with the previous solution. In the very

first iteration, a guess is given to the skill-estimation whereas

the trajectory optimization uses the solution from the skill

estimation θ̂i as the initial seed.

A. System description

We implemented our method within the CasADi frame-

work [2], and leverage the plugin for SNOPT [12] to solve (7)

and (9). Our method runs in an MPC loop: given a window

of previous operator inputs, we estimate θ̂i for all skills i
in separate processing threads, identify the intended skill by

comparing the cost of fittings (8), compute an optimal θ∗i
by solving (9) – resulting in a trajectory of states x(θ∗i ) and

controls u(θ∗i ), from which we execute the first step.

The pose of the whiteboard, used as the wiping surface for

the robot, is tracked using a Vicon motion capture system.

Participants interface with the system using a Thrustmaster T-

Flight HOTAS X joystick. The two main axes of the joystick

are mapped corresponding to the two dimensions of the

whiteboard, see Fig. 5. Our experiments were executed on a

PC running 64-bit Ubuntu 20.04 with a 16-core Intel Core i9-

9900KF CPU at 3.60GHz. Data was collected using a 7-DoF

KUKA LWR Arm.

B. Switching intended skill

We start by demonstrating our methods capability to identify

a skill and a change in the operators’ intention solely from

streaming joystick data. An operator starts by performing

a wave skill, and then switches to a cycloid roughly 20

seconds after the method starts. Fig. 6 (right) shows the

trajectory resulting from applying control commands using our

method. Fig. 6 (upper-left) shows the velocity profile of the

commanded versus applied control as well as the instantaneous

deviation between the two. Fig. 6 (lower-left) demonstrates

the evolution of the skill fitting costs and instance of the skill

switch identification.

C. Static obstacle avoidance and solve duration comparison

Next we demonstrate our method’s ability to continuously

adhere to environmental constraints while maintaining the

features of the estimated skill. We now introduce a bound-

ary, represented in (9b) as an inequality constraint given by

xmin ≤ x(s; θi) ≤ xmax for all s ∈ Sf . Fig. 7 (upper)

shows the trajectory taken by the robot and its corresponding

underlying trajectory. It also shows the trajectory that results

from applying the same operator commands in a direct control

mode, leading to a collision – highlighted by the black dotted

lines.

An important consideration of any teleoperation system is

that the overall computational time should remain below a

certain threshold to allow for reasonable sampling frequen-

cies. Fig. 7 (lower) shows the skill estimation and trajectory

optimization solver duration for each MPC loop cycle for

this obstacle avoidance experiment. The average number of

iterations was 16.9± 5.1 and 2.4± 3.3 and the average CPU

time was 4.9±1.1ms and 1.4±0.2ms for the skill estimation

and trajectory optimization, respectively. The average total

CPU time was 6.3 ± 1.2ms, well under the 20ms threshold

for a 50Hz operation.

D. Obstacle avoidance in a dynamic environment

A key requirement for the adoption of shared control

systems in industry, such as the construction sector, is the

ability to modify control inputs in the face of dynamic

(changing) environmental constraints. Due to the MPC-nature

of our method we are able to adapt online to changes in the

environment whilst maintaining the skill features.

We tracked a straight edge using a Vicon motion capture

system (see Fig. 8) and incorporated this in our trajectory

optimization step by including d(x, ν) ≥ 0 for all s ∈ Sf as

a dynamic constraint in (9b). Here, d(·) is a signed distance

function, which computes the distance to the line for feasible

states (negative otherwise) while ν is the pose of a Vicon

tracking marker – updated at each control loop cycle.

An experimenter moved the straight edge within the

workspace of the robot using a motion unknown to the

operator. Fig. 8 demonstrates that our method was able to

avoid the obstacle whilst maintaining the required skill.

E. User Study

In this section, we describe our user study. The goal of this

experiment is to analyze the relation between the quality of

the inputs, provided by the participants, and the quality of

the resulting motion patterns for our method in comparison to

direct control.

We conducted a within-subjects experiment, evaluating the

performance of 11 participants (9 male, 2 female). In our

previous work we observed that certain habits (i.e. playing

computer games) can effect task performance. Using the same

criteria as in [22], we classified four participants as highly

familiar with computer games.

1) Participant protocol: Participants were tasked with con-

trolling the robot to perform a wiping task straight along the

whiteboard, right to left, for two different skills (wave and

cycloid) and in two different modes: direct control (DC) and

shared control (SC). After consent was taken, the participant

was given a practice run to familiarize themselves with the

joystick.

We presented the skills to the user in a fixed order: wave

then cycloid. The order in which we presented the modes DC

and SC were randomized. We informed the participants they

would teleoperate under an assistive (i.e. shared control) and

non-assistive (i.e. direct control) modes of control without

specifying the sequence. At the start of each skill block,

a demonstration of the skill was played on the robot so

they could easily envisage the task they were required to
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perform. For each of the four trials, the user was asked to

perform one unrecorded practice run, then another recorded

trial. Participants were able to visually observe the current

state of the robot without being given any visual feedback

about the robots trail across the board, and thus were unable

to monitor the resulting trajectory.

2) Measures and analysis: During each trial, we collected

joystick signals hr, and target positions xr (in the whiteboard

coordinate frame) at a sampling frequency of 50Hz. Note

that superscript r refers to the fact that these values are raw

signals. Recall from Sec. III-B, our method relies on a direct

control initialization that lasts for a certain window duration

tw before shared control is activated. The data corresponding

to this initialization was removed for both the direct control

and shared control results so that the comparison between the

two modes was fair.

We measure the quality of the joystick and applied control

signals by fitting an ideal signal using our model (4), i.e. for

each trial we compute

Fh =
1

T
min
θi

N∑

k=0

∥∥u
(
s(tk); θi

)
− hrk

∥∥2

subject to θi ∈ Θi

(11)

where T is the duration of the trial used here to normalize

the fitting, tk are time stamps, N is the number of data

points collected. Similarly, we measure the quality of the target

position signals xr by computing

Fx =
1

T
min
θi

N∑

k=0

∥∥x
(
s(tk); θi

)
− xrk

∥∥2

subject to θi ∈ Θi

(12)

where x(·) is our model defined by (3). In both (11) and (12)

we set the parameter sc = 0 and constrain the variables for

the Clothoid curvature φ to zero, since the task was to perform

a skill around an underlying trajectory with no curvature. We

leave all other parameters in θi unconstrained.

For both Fh and Fx, smaller values indicate more accurate

fitting and thus higher performance. Note that even though

our shared control method produces trajectories based on the

models we fit here, we do not expect zero fitting error for our
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method since we allow the method to adapt to the input from

the human (i.e. θ̂i is modified online).

An example from two participants for each skill are shown

in Fig. 9. We observe that, visually, the quality of the direct

control signals is far poorer than the shared control.

The results of the computed fittings are shown in Fig. 9.

For the wave skill, we observe that shared control leads to

similar average performance for Fx, whereas the results for

the cycloid skill clearly lead to a reduction in the fitting error.

For the shared control mode, both the mean and variance of

Fh are higher than that of the direct control signals, i.e., the

operators joystick signals become more varied in the shared

control mode as opposed to the direct control. This might be an

indication that our shared control method leads to a reduction

in the participants cognitive load - however, we acknowledge

that further study would be required to prove or disprove this

hypothesis. Despite more varied joystick signals, our method

is able to produce more accurate signals for the cycloid skill.

However, there is little change when comparing the average

fitting Fx for the wave. This could be an indication that our

method has more corrective interventions in scenarios with

more complex skills.

V. DISCUSSION

Next we discuss a few interesting observations in depth

and sketch future directions. In the user study (Sec. IV-E),

it was reported verbally by some participants that the speed

of the robot changed at certain points of the pattern. Setting

the speed of the underlying trajectory in (2) as a constant, i.e.

v(t) = v0, enables a spatial-temporal coupling between the

underlying trajectory and state trajectory that leads to increases

and decreases in speed at certain stages of the pattern (e.g. for

the wave, at peaks/troughs the speed through the pattern is

slow, whereas the speed at the mid points is faster). Whilst

this parameter adapts to the users commands, the change

in speed through the state trajectory is still perceivable and

we hypothesize this may adversely affect user experience. To

counter this effect, future work will explore richer models for

v(t) that removes this coupling.

Our skill switching experiment (Sec. IV-B) demonstrates the

ability of the shared controller to react to an operator’s change

of intention. Fig. 6 (right) highlights this change with a red

dot. While conducting the experiment, we observed that there

is a slight delay from when the user starts to produce a cycloid

to when the controller identifies this switch. The question of

whether this leads to user dissatisfaction remains open. We

could potentially minimize this misalignment by accelerating

the skill-identification process. However, our focus in this

work was to introduce a novel conceptual framework for skill-

based shared control, and thus we relegate this analysis and

extension to future work.

Our method, in its current formulation, is restricted to a

certain window duration tw that must be enforced for all skill

models. This could potentially lead to difficulties when tuning

parameters, especially in the face of, for example, a line skill

(defined by σi = 0, ωi = 0) - we may see a bias in the

skill identification step towards a particular skill as opposed

to any other without an adaptive window size. We plan to

investigate the effect of additional skills on the skill estimation

and identification steps.

Fig. 7 (upper) shows how our skill-based shared control

method adapts a trajectory to avoid a boundary. The trajectory

curves smoothly whilst ensuring the wave skill. Visually, the

wavelength of the resulting trajectory seems slightly smaller.

This might be due to the regularization term of the skill iden-

tification, added in order to avoid over-fitting the operator’s

commands which have a fairly high variance (Fig. 6).

Fig. 7 (lower) shows the solver duration’s for the skill iden-

tification and trajectory optimization steps. For the majority of

cases (∼99%), the total duration stays under 10ms, compatible

for online teleoperation. This particular experiment considers
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only a single skill. Considering more skills will increase

the total duration of the skill identification, if performed

sequentially. However, the skill identification step for multiple

skills are mutually exclusive, and so we can avoid this issue by

exploiting multi-threading or GPU hardware to perform these

computations in parallel.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have introduced a novel framework for

skill-based shared control. We demonstrate that our system

is able to identify different skills, react to changes in oper-

ator intentions, and re-plan whilst accounting for changing

environmental constraints. Our framework follows from a

novel representation for state and control that exploits a

well-established geometrical primitive, i.e. Clothoids, and a

parametric model of skills. We show that our shared control

method is computationally efficient for online teleoperation

within a Model Predictive Control framework, that enables its

adaptability to dynamically changing constraints. Furthermore,

we validated our method in a lab mock-up on a KUKA LWR

and showed its capability to identify skill switches. Our user

study provides some early evidence that this approach to

shared control leads to improved quality of output motions,

while potentially reducing the operators cognitive load. In

future work, we intend to investigate (i) the incorporation of

learned skill representations based on expert demonstrations,

rather than pre-specified analytical models; (ii) the modelling

of the velocity profile of the state trajectory, as we observed

that such component might significantly impact the user

experience; and (iii) the use of probabilistic approaches for

improving the inference of the operator’s intended skill.
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